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Abstract: This paper provides universal upper bounds for the exponent of the kernel and
of the cokernel of the classical Boardman homomorphism bn : º n(X) ! Hn(X;Z), from the
cohomotopy groups to the ordinary integral cohomology groups of a spectrum X, and of its
various generalizations º n(X) ! En(X), F n(X) ! (E ^ F )n(X), F n(X) ! Hn(X; º 0F )
and Fn(X) ¡ ! Hn+t(X; º tF ) for other cohomology theories E¤( ¡ ) and F ¤( ¡ ). These upper
bounds do not depend on X and are given in terms of the exponents of the stable homotopy
groups of spheres and, for the last three homomorphisms, in terms of the order of the Postnikov
invariants of the spectrum F .
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1 Introduction and statement of the results
The classical Boardman homomorphism for a spectrum X is a homomorphism
bn : ¼n(X) ¡ ! Hn(X ;Z)
between the cohomotopy groups and the ordinary integral cohomology groups of X de-
¯ned for all integers n as follows:
bn : ¼n(X) = [X;§nS]
(§n i) ¤¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ! [X;§nH(Z)] = Hn(X ;Z)
is induced by a generator i : S ! H(Z) of ¼0H(Z) ¹= Z, where S denotes as usual the
sphere spectrum and H(G) the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum associated with the abelian
group G.
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This short paper provides a couple of results establishing very general approximations
of the size of the kernel and of the cokernel of the Boardman homomorphism and of its
generalizations. Proofs are presented in the next section. Similar results have been
obtained in [4] for the stable Hurewicz homomorphism.
When X is an (m ¡ 1)-connected d-dimensional spectrum, bn is trivial if n < m or
n > d, an isomorphism if n = d and an epimorphism if n = d ¡ 1. For m µ n µ d ¡ 1, one
can easily show, using the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence Hs(X ; ¼¡tS)) ¼s+t(X)
that the kernel and the cokernel of bn are of ¯nite exponent: the ¯rst goal of this paper
is even to provide universal upper bounds for their exponent (see Theorem 1.2).
De¯nition 1.1. For j µ 0 let ½j = 1, and for j ¶ 1 let ½j be the exponent of the j-th
homotopy group ¼jS of the sphere spectrum S.
Then de¯ne ¹½i =
iY
j=1
½j for i ¶ 1.
Notice that a prime number p divides ¹½i if and only if p µ i+ 3
2
.
The main theorem of the paper is the following:
Theorem 1.2. IfX is an (m ¡ 1)-connected spectrum of ¯nite dimension d, the Boardman
homomorphism bn : ¼n(X)! Hn(X ;Z) has the property that
(a) ¹½d¡n ker bn = 0 for m µ n µ d ¡ 1 and
(b) ¹½d¡n¡1 coker bn = 0 for m µ n µ d ¡ 2.
The second purpose of this note is to generalize this theorem in several ways. First,
notice that it is possible to de¯ne a Boardman homomorphism by replacing the ordinary
cohomology by other cohomology theories.
De¯nition 1.3. Let E be a connective (i.e., ( ¡ 1)-connected) ring spectrum with iden-
tity i : S ! E, and E¤( ¡ ) the corresponding cohomology theory. For all integers n
and for any spectrum X , the E-Boardman homomorphism bbn : ¼n(X) ! En(X) is the
homomorphism bbn : ¼n(X) = [X;§nS] (§n i) ¤¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ! [X;§nE] = En(X)
induced by i. Observe that if X is of ¯nite dimension d, then bbn is trivial for n > d.
Remark. If E = H(Z), the H(Z)-Boardman homomorphism is the classical Boardman
homomorphism bn : ¼n(X)! Hn(X ;Z).
If E and X are ¯nite spectra and if X is ¯nite dimensional, we are able to produce
universal bounds for the exponent of the kernel of bbn.
Theorem 1.4. Let E be a ¯nite connective ring spectrum such that ¼0(E) is in¯nite
cyclic, E¤( ¡ ) the corresponding cohomology theory, and assume that X is a ¯nite (m ¡ 1)-
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connected d-dimensional spectrum. Then the E-Boardman homomorphism bbn : ¼n(X)!
En(X) satis¯es
(½m¡n+1½m¡n+2 ¢ ¢ ¢ ½d¡n) kerbbn = 0
for any integer n µ d. In particular, bbn is injective if n = d and ¹½d¡n kerbbn = 0 if
m µ n µ d ¡ 1.
One can also extend De¯nition 1.3 and Theorem 1.4 as follows (see [6], p. 291).
De¯nition 1.5. Let E be a connective ring spectrum with identity i : S ! E, F any
spectrum, and F ¤( ¡ ), respectively (E ^ F )¤( ¡ ), the cohomology theory associated with
F , respectively with E^F . For all integers n and for any spectrum X , the (F and E^F )-
Boardman homomorphism bbn : F n(X)! (E ^ F )n(X) is the homomorphism
bbn : F n(X) = [X;§n(S ^ F )] §n(i^id) ¤¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ! [X;§n(E ^ F )] = (E ^ F )n(X)
induced by i ^ id, where id denotes the identity of F .
De¯nition 1.6. For a connective spectrum F , let ½j(F ) = 1 if j µ 0 and, if j ¶ 1, let us
call ½j(F ) the order of the Postnikov invariant k
j+1(F ) of F in the group H j+1(F [j ¡ 1];
¼jF ), where F [j ¡ 1] is written for the (j ¡ 1)-st Postnikov section of F (recall that ½j(F )
is ¯nite by Theorem 1.5 of [2]).
Then de¯ne ¹½i(F ) =
iY
j=1
½j(F ) for i ¶ 1.
Theorem 1.7. Let E be a ¯nite connective ring spectrum such that ¼0(E) is in¯nite
cyclic, F a connective spectrum, and F ¤( ¡ ), respectively (E ^ F )¤( ¡ ), the cohomology
theory associated with F , respectively with (E ^ F ). Furthermore, assume that X is a
¯nite (m ¡ 1)-connected d-dimensional spectrum. Then the (F and E ^ F )-Boardman
homomorphism bbn : F n(X)! (E ^ F )n(X) ful¯lls
(½m¡n+1(F )½m¡n+2(F ) ¢ ¢ ¢ ½d¡n(F )) kerbbn = 0
for any integer n µ d. In particular, bbn is injective if n = d and ¹½d¡n(F ) kerbbn = 0 if
m µ n µ d ¡ 1.
Remark. In the case where F is the sphere spectrum S, this gives the statement of
Theorem 1.4, because ½j(S) = ½j according to Theorem 1.3 of [4].
There is another way to generalize the de¯nition of the Boardman homomorphism
and the assertion of Theorem 1.2.
De¯nition 1.8. Let F be a connective spectrum and F ¤( ¡ ) the corresponding coho-
mology theory. For all integers n and for any spectrum X , the generalized F -Boardman
homomorphism ebn : F n(X)! Hn(X ; ¼0F ) is the homomorphism
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ebn : F n(X) = [X;§nF ] (§n®0 )¤¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ! [X;§nH(¼0F )] = Hn(X ; ¼0F )
induced by the 0-th Postnikov section ®0 : F ! H(¼0F ) of F (i.e., such that (®0)¤ :
¼0F ! ¼0H(¼0F ) is an isomorphism). Notice that ebn is trivial if n < m or n > d.
Remark. If F = S, the generalized S-Boardman homomorphism is exactly the classical
Boardman homomorphism bn : ¼n(X)! Hn(X ;Z).
In this case, we get universal bounds for the exponent of the cokernel of the homo-
morphism ebn, assuming that X is ¯nite dimensional.
Theorem 1.9. Let F be a connective spectrum, F ¤( ¡ ) its associated cohomology the-
ory, and consider an (m ¡ 1)-connected spectrum Xof ¯nite dimension d. Then the
generalized F -Boardman homomorphism ebn : F n(X)! Hn(X ; ¼0F ) satis¯es
(a) ebn is an isomorphism if n = d and an epimorphism if n = d ¡ 1,
(b) ¹½d¡n¡1(F ) cokerebn = 0 for m µ n µ d ¡ 2.
It is actually possible to extend De¯nition 1.8 by constructing a family of generalized
F -Boardman homomorphisms as follows.
De¯nition 1.10. Let F be a connective spectrum, F ¤( ¡ ) the corresponding cohomology
theory, and X an (m ¡ 1)-connected d-dimensional spectrum. Then, for any integer n µ d
and any integer t ¶ 0 such that m ¡ n µ t µ d ¡ n, there exists a generalized F -Boardman
homomorphism ebn;t : F n(X) ¡ ! Hn+t(X ; ¼tF ) ;
which is de¯ned as follows. The cohomological version of Lemma 4.2 of [2] implies that
F n(X) ¹= F (m ¡ n; d ¡ n]n(X), where F (m ¡ n; d ¡ n] is the spectrum with the property
that ¼iF (m ¡ n; d ¡ n] = 0 if i < m ¡ n or i > d ¡ n and ¼iF ¹= ¼iF (m ¡ n; d ¡ n] if
m ¡ n µ i µ d ¡ n (see Section 4 of [2], Section 2.2 of [5], or Section 4 of [7]). Then, for
any integer t ¶ 0 with m ¡ n µ t µ d ¡ n, the homomorphism ¸d¡n;t : F (m ¡ n; d ¡ n]!
§tH(¼tF ) introduced in Theorem 1.5 of [3] induces the homomorphismebn;t : F n(X) ¹= [X;§nF (m ¡ n; d ¡ n]] (§n¸d¡n;t) ¤¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ! [X;§n+tH(¼tF )] = Hn+t(X ;¼tF ) :
Observe that ebn;0 = ebn.
The exponent of the cokernel of these homomorphisms is also universally bounded.
Theorem 1.11. Let F be a connective spectrum, F ¤( ¡ ) its associated cohomology the-
ory, and X an (m ¡ 1)-connected spectrum of ¯nite dimension d. Then the generalized
F -Boardman homomorphisms ebn;t : F n(X)! Hn+t(X ; ¼tF ) satisfy
(½t(F )½t+1(F ) ¢ ¢ ¢ ½d¡n(F )) cokerebn;t = 0
for any n µ d and for any t ¶ 0 with m ¡ n µ t µ d ¡ n.
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2 Proofs
Since Theorem 1.2 is based on the arguments involved in the proofs of Theorems 1.4 and
1.9, we shall prove it at the end of this section.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Since E and X are ¯nite, we may conclude that
En(X) = [X;§nE] ¹= [X ; §n(S ^ E)] ¹= [E¤ ^ X;§nS] = ¼n(E¤ ^X) ;
where E¤ is the dual of E (see [1], p. 195), and that the E-Boardman homomorphism bbn
is in fact bbn : ¼n(X) ¹= ¼n(S ^X) ¡ ! ¼n(E¤ ^X) ¹= En(X) ;
induced by i¤ ^ id, where i¤ : E¤ ! S is the dual of i : S ! E and id the identity
X ! X . Observe that, according to the cohomological version of Lemma 4.1 of [2],
¼n(X) ¹= S[d ¡ n]n(X) since X is of ¯nite dimension d. The spectrum E¤ ^ X is also
¯nite dimensional: let us call d0 its dimension (notice that d0 ¶ d) and deduce similarly
that ¼n(E¤ ^ X) ¹= S[d0 ¡ n]n(E¤ ^X). Then consider the commutative diagram
S[d ¡ n]n(X) ¹= S[d0 ¡ n]n(X) bbn¡ ¡ ¡ ! S[d0 ¡ n]n(E¤ ^X)??y ªn1 ??y ªn2 ??y ªn2
d¡nM
t=m¡n




´¡ ¡ ¡ !
d0¡nM
t=m¡n
Hn+t(E¤ ^X; º tS)??y ªn1 ??y ªn2
S[d ¡ n]n(X) ¹= S[d0 ¡ n]n(X)
in which ´ is also induced by i¤^ id : E¤ ^X ! S ^X , and where the vertical arrows are
the homomorphisms introduced in Section 6 of [3] with the property that the composition
ªn1 ©
n
1 is multiplication by (½m¡n+1½m¡n+2 ¢ ¢ ¢ ½d¡n). This follows from the fact that the
order ½j(S) of the k-invariant k
j+1(S) of the sphere spectrum S is equal to the exponent ½j
of ¼j(S) (see Theorem 1.3 of [4]). Since ¼0E
¤ ¹= ¼0(E) ¹= Z, it turns out that Hj(X ;Z) ¹=
Hj(X ;Z) « ¼0E¤ is a direct summand of Hj(E¤ ^ X ;Z) for any j and thus that the
homomorphism ´ is split injective. Consequently, the commutativity of the diagram
shows that the kernel of bbn is contained in the kernel of the composition ªn1 ©n1 : this
produces the assertion of Theorem 1.4.
Proof of Theorem 1.7. As above, the ¯niteness of E and X implies that
(E ^ F )n(X) = [X;§n(E ^ F )] ¹= [E¤ ^X;§nF ] = F n(E¤ ^X)
and that bbn : F n(X) ¹= F n(S ^X) ¡ ! F n(E¤ ^ X) ¹= (E ^ F )n(X)
is induced by i¤ ^ id : E¤ ^ X ! S ^ X . Then, let us use again the argument developed
in the proof of Theorem 1.4 with the spectrum F instead of S and the integers ½j(F )
instead of ½j.
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The proof of Theorem 1.9 is based on the next lemma, the proof of which is analogous
to that of Lemma 3.3 of [4].
Lemma. In the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence Es;t2
¹= Hs(X ;¼¡tF ) ) F s+t(X)
converging towards the F -cohomology of any (m ¡ 1)-connected d-dimensional spectrum
X , the edge homomorphism F n(X)! En;01 ,! En;02 ¹= Hn(X ; ¼0F ) is exactly the gener-
alized F -Boardman homomorphism ebn for all integers n such that m µ n µ d.
Proof of Theorem 1.9. Assertion (a) is trivial. Now, take n such that m µ n µ d ¡ 2.
Since F is connective and X is d-dimensional, the E2-term of the Atiyah-Hirzebruch
spectral sequence satis¯es Es;t2
¹= Hs(X ; ¼¡tF ) = 0 if s > d, and consequently En;01 =
En;0d¡n+1. By the previous lemma, the image of ebn is En;0d¡n+1, which is the subgroup of
En;02
¹= Hn(X ; ¼0F ) consisting of the kernel of the di®erentials dn;0r : En;0r ! En+r;1¡rr for
2 µ r µ d ¡ n, and cokerebn ¹= En;02 =En;0d¡n+1. However, it follows from Proposition 2.6 of
[2] that ½r¡1(F ) dn;0r = 0. This implies that the product ¹½d¡n¡1(F ) kills cokerebn.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. According to Theorem 1.3 of [4], ½j(S) = ½j and Theorem 1.9
provides the second assertion of Theorem 1.2 For X ¯nite, the ¯rst assertion of Theorem
1.2 is exactly the statement of Theorem 1.4 for E = H(Z). In the general case, the
above lemma for the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence Es;t2
¹= Hs(X ; ¼¡tS)) ¼s+t(X)
implies that the kernel of the classical Boardman homomorphism bn : ¼n(X)! Hn(X ;Z)
is killed by the product of the exponents of the groups En
¡t;t
2 for n ¡ d µ t µ ¡ 1, hence
by the product ¹½d¡n.
Proof of Theorem 1.11. By de¯nition of ebn;t and by Theorem 6.2 of [3], there is a
homomorphism £n;t : Hn+t(X ; ¼tF )! F n(X) such that the composition
Hn+t(X ; ¼tF )
£n;t¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ! F n(X) ebn;t¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ! Hn+t(X ; ¼tF )
is multiplication by the product (½t(F )½t+1(F ) ¢ ¢ ¢ ½d¡n(F )) on Hn+t(X ; ¼tF ). This pro-
vides the assertion of Theorem 1.11.
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